‘STINKY’
MUSEUM CARD
GAME

There
are lots
o
stinky th f
ings
in the M
useum
of Lond
on.
Yuck!

POP THE CARDS OUT TO PLAY

Discover all things smelly and scummy,
then get competitive with a game! Play with
your family or challenge a host and find out
who comes... bottom?!
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Design your own stinky card

How to play
Shuffle the cards and deal to two players.
Each player takes the top card from their deck and looks at the
categories under the image.
Pick a player to start. They choose a category and read out its value.
The other player reads out the same category and its value
from their card.
Whoever has the highest value wins! The winning player takes
both cards and puts them to the bottom of their deck.

You'll fi
n
all these d
th
in our m ings
useum!

Keep an
eye
if you ge out
t to
visit us!

POP THE CARDS OUT TO PLAY

The next player has their turn, until someone wins all the cards.

WAR, PLAGUE & FIRE

MEDIEVAL GALLERY

In the 1600s, houses didn’t have
flushing toilets. Chamber pots
(potties) were used instead.
They were often emptied out of
windows straight into the street!

Medieval doctors thought they
could tell what diseases their
patients had by the colour of
their wee. Sometimes they
even tasted it!

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

A toad placed on the
stomach was a treatment
for the plague!

Medieval doctors sometimes
advised against bathing.
Stinky!

Romans used a
sponge on a stick...
instead of toilet paper!

THE GREAT STINK

VICTORIAN WALK

In a hot summer 160 years ago,
a ‘Great Stink’ rose from the
polluted River Thames. Poor
drainage turned it into a
deadly stinking sewer... Yuck!

DID YOU KNOW?

ROMAN GALLERY

In ordinary homes, toilets
were near the cooking area so
that food scraps could be
thrown down the toilet!

This urinal from High Holborn
has marble panels and a glass
cistern. Fancy!

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

This led to underground
sewage systems.
Hooray!

You had to
‘spend a penny’
to use one.

